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Thank you for the opportunity to present to you all today. I appreciate this time to
speak about the benefits of energy efficiency to our state and look forward to your
questions.
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2 – About NCBPA
North Carolina Building Performance Association represents our state’s energy
efficiency, green building and high performance construction industry. Energy efficiency
is the largest sector of our state’s clean energy economy and employs more workers
than all energy generation sectors combined.
While numbers you may have seen identify more than 80,000 jobs in our sector, for
today’s purposes I’ll be referring to the set of numbers shown here to describe, in part,
the size and impact of our industry:
We have 47,829 jobs
Roughly 1,500 companies generate $15B in annual revenue
This revenue contributes about 3.8% of the state’s GDP (note: $399B)
NCBPA’s goal is to increase the use of energy efficiency and building performance
products and services in our state, most particularly in the built environment, to benefit
residents, businesses, the economy and the environment.
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3 – Presented By
My presentation wouldn’t be possible without the amazing research, analysis and
writing that our summer intern, Emily Bulla, has been performing since May. One of
NCBPA’s strategic initiatives is developing North Carolina’s energy efficiency workforce.
Providing opportunities for Emily and students like her to work in our industry is
important – we will need them in order to realize the energy efficiency benefits that
she’s calculated as being available to us in the short and long‐term. Thank you, Emily,
for your work this summer. Someone, please give her a job when she graduates.
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Energy Efficiency in EPC Report

4 – EPC Report
I’d also like to thank and recognize the Council members, the Lt. Gov, DEQ staff and the
Energy Efficiency Subcommittee Chaired by Scott Tew for 26 of the 33 recommendations
in your recent report having to do with energy efficiency. 20 of the 26 recommend
policy development related to building energy efficiency. In my opinion, this is an
accurate reflection of the policy focus that our state should be taking to first reduce the
amount of energy we need before investing in more energy generation, no matter the
source.
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Building Energy Efficiency

So I’m going to present some really, really big numbers related to energy efficiency and
investment. But, before I do, I want to provide a recent example of how, in more places
across our state than anyone in this room knows, energy efficiency is being
implemented the right way.
REdesign.build is a Raleigh‐based firm currently building four of the most energy
efficient homes in the entire Southeast just a few miles from here. Our staff toured this
Passive House two Saturdays ago and captured, on camera, a quote from one of the
crew that sums up how energy efficiency should be indoctrinated as North Carolina’s
priority strategy for addressing its current and future energy needs. This quote was not
prompted, scripted or choreographed. What my new friend Dylan had to say about how
they incorporate energy efficiency into their homes is what we, as a state, need to adopt
for a comprehensive energy strategy.
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Building Energy Efficiency
“We’re never going to get to our carbon targets
or energy targets just by ramping up our solar
production. We need to be efficient and reduce
first. A dollar towards efficiency goes a lot
farther than a dollar towards production.
That’s what we do.”
Dylan Buonfrisco, Redesign.build
“That’s the key point of putting efficiency in front of supply. I like to call it a
demand side strategy. The idea is that you reduce your demand as much as
possible before you look to other ways to offset the impact of your supply. The DS
strategy is super important because when you save on the demand side there are
cascading savings. You invest in your envelope and your HVAC system gets smaller
and you need fewer solar panels. You just need less stuff. And there are cascading
savings for the builder and the homeowner as well as the planet. We’re reducing
the amount of energy that we need…”

Again, unprompted, Dylan said:
“We’re never going to get to our carbon targets or energy targets just by ramping up
our solar production. We need to be efficient and reduce first. A dollar towards
efficiency goes a lot farther than a dollar towards production. That’s what we do.”
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What’s the Investment?

Following the release of our report last fall, “The Business Case for Energy Efficiency:
How Investing in Less Creates More for North Carolina”, we knew that another step was
needed to create action on the policy recommendations we provided. That step was to
quantify the benefits of those policies AND, very importantly, the investment needed to
achieve them.
The benefits you’ll see starting on the next slide are not going to pay for themselves.
Up‐front investment of several types is required.
To make sure that I set expectations correctly, the investments we’ve identified to fund
the benefits we’ve identified, are first, all positive economic investments, second, all
indicate a variety of funding sources – government, utilities, businesses and consumers,
and third on top of the financial benefits, provide environmental, health, safety and
other non‐economic and non‐energy benefits.
Because, that’s what energy efficiency does better and cheaper than any other source of
energy.
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Why Energy Efficiency?

So why energy efficiency? For a state to answer that question and calculate just what
benefits really are available, the Department of Energy recommends a potential study.
So, my co‐worker Emily spent this summer working on just that. Given reasonable
limitations on time, data and resources, we focused on the big picture – what are the
benefits that North Carolina would receive from investing in energy efficiency?
A recent federal report identified 30.9 million MW hours of potential electricity savings
available in North Carolina for 2016 – 2035, accounting for 18.4% of our state’s energy
usage. According to this report, only 8 states have more energy efficiency potential than
North Carolina.
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Multiple Pathways to Energy Efficiency

And how do you get those kinds of savings? Building Energy Codes, Combined Heat and
Power, Residential Efficiency and Industrial Efficiency are just four categories often
highlighted in reports like these, all of which are recommended in the EPC report.
Instead of reading those recommendations out loud, I’ll continue to the tangible
benefits they provide.
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Why Buildings?

And why buildings? Why building energy efficiency? North Carolina’s homes and
buildings account for roughly half of our total energy consumption. Industrial buildings
and facilities account for an additional 28%. Why energy efficient buildings? Because
we have the most to gain using the least expensive methods available.
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Have Other States Done This?

11 – Other States?
So you might be asking yourself … Have other states done this? Yes. Pennsylvania,
Virginia and Arkansas are taking major steps to integrate energy efficiency into their
energy policies and programs, but also to make a strategic investment in a large industry
with a localized workforce.
North Carolina can establish policies that make investments more attractive by reducing
cost barriers, lowering risk, and reducing regulatory compliance costs.
Funding opportunities may include direct cash incentives, grants, rebate programs and
performance‐based incentives, where contractors and builders like the ones that we
represent are paid based on their energy saving performance. Tax incentives, loans and
financing programs, green banks, energy efficient mortgages and support for
Commercial PACE Financing, which uses local government funds only as a passthrough,
are available as well. Energy services performance contracting is a great example –
more on that one in a minute.
But no matter what investment methods North Carolina takes, the strategy remains the
same: investing in less creates more energy savings, more jobs, more economic
development and more environmental benefits.
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Recent Energy Efficiency Policies
1995:
First Guaranteed Energy
Savings Performance
Contract completed in the
state.

And if we do establish these policies, what will be the results? Well, let’s first look at
what we’ve had in our state, already. And spoiler alert, it’s a short list…
In the past 23 years we’ve had two, just two, significant policy offerings for energy
efficiency. The first was the establishment of the guaranteed energy savings
performance contracting program in 1995.
Has this policy been successful for energy efficiency?
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Yes, it has. Since 2003, North Carolina’s energy services performance contracting
program has cost the state roughly $60M and benefited taxpayers through $1.3B in
energy and water savings at public buildings. Let me repeat that, roughly $60M of
taxpayer spend has resulted in more than $1.3B in taxpayer savings through energy and
water retrofit projects. These projects at UNC Chapel Hill and UNC Wilmington are just
two of the many examples available. I dare say, what better return on investment do we
have in the energy sector?
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Recent Energy Efficiency Policies
1995:
First Guaranteed Energy
Savings Performance
Contract completed in the
state.
2007:
Senate Bill 3 “REPS”
requires investor-owned
utilities to supply 12.5%
clean energy with up to
25% coming from EE
through 2021 and up to
40% after.

The second major policy action took place in 2007 through the establishment of REPs,
which requires regulated utilities to supply 12.5% clean energy by 2021, with the option
to use energy efficiency up to 25% through 2021 and up to 40% afterward.
Has this policy been successful for energy efficiency?
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1.07%

3.13%
or
5.0%

No, it has not. This is an image of me standing where we are today with Duke Energy
contributing 1.07% of their retail electricity sales to energy efficiency. This number
actually places Duke Energy at the top of regulated utilities in the Southeast. I commend
them for that. But, when REPS allows up to 3.13% by 2021 and 5% after, and we are just
one third from the lower level today…
I’m simply wondering, what kind of environment do we have that provides an
opportunity for Duke Energy to increase its energy efficiency investments by three or
five‐fold, but doesn’t provide the right regulatory or policy conditions for it to happen?
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Energy Savings Potential is Increasing
2003
ORNL and NCCETC
6% electricity savings at $400M per year
2006
GDS and NCUC
14% electricity savings potential by 2017
2014
EPRI and DOE
18.4% electric savings from 2016 - 2035

And my last item before the big numbers…
When I say that a 16.8% increase in energy efficiency is available and possible in our
state, that’s not a number that Emily and I came up with on our own.
There have been three energy efficiency potential studies in recent years for North
Carolina, two funded by the state and the most recent as part of a national study. As
you can see, the energy savings potentials have been increasing in North Carolina. And
yes, this is taking place even as we invest heavily in renewable energy deployment.
So, how would a 5%, 10% and 16.8% investment in energy efficiency benefit our state?
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Energy Efficiency Benefits
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Let’s find out…
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21.9 MILLION

$538 MILLION $508 MILLION

63,789

5%

4.6 MILLION

$15.8B
2.4 BILLION

1,580
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$3.0 BILLION

5,486

$4.2 BILLION
STATEWIDE
ENERGY
SAVINGS

26 MILLION

18 – 5%
OVER THE NEXT 10 YEARS, a 5% reduction in energy usage through energy efficiency
would:
Realize $538 Million in energy savings in existing homes, $129 Million in existing public
buildings and $508 Million in existing Commercial and Industrial buildings. These are 10
years savings amounts for retrofit energy savings only.
New construction energy code improvements would yield an additional $3B in savings.
5% would also create 15,960 jobs, a 33% increase to the sector
Increase tax revenue by $750 Million
Create the need for 80 new local businesses or expansion for existing ones
Offset 21.9 Million tons of carbon
You can see some of the equivalents here. In one example, it would take 5,486 wind
turbines running for a year to equal efficiency’s carbon reductions over 10 years.
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To Achieve 5% Energy Savings
5%
Savings
Energy Saved (BTU)

99 Trillion

Energy Code Savings $

$3.0 Billion

Public Buildings Savings $

$129 Million

Commercial Buildings Savings $

$508 Million

Residential Buildings Savings $

$538 Million

Total Savings $

$4.2 Billion

Total Investment $

$798 Million

Net Savings $ / %

$3.4 Billion
526%

10%
Savings

16.8%
Savings

19 – 5% Investment
How much would the 5% savings cost?
Using similar formulas and modeling as the past state and federal potential studies, we
believe that the state government, utilities, businesses and consumers would need to
invest $798 Million.
That’s a lot of money, but it’s less than the $4.2 Billion in positive returns, yielding a net
benefit of $3.4 Billion or 526% return on investment.
Pretty good numbers.
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$1.1 BILLION

43.7 MILLION

$1.0 BILLION

79,749

10%

9.3 MILLION

$16.5B
4.9 BILLION

1,650
$257 MILLION $6.0 BILLION

10,972

$8.3 BILLION
STATEWIDE
ENERGY
SAVINGS

51 MILLION

A 10% reduction in energy usage over 10 years through energy efficiency would:
Realize $1.1 Billion in energy savings in existing homes, $257 Million for public building
retrofits and $1.0B in existing C&I buildings.
New construction code improvements would offer $6 Billion.
10% would create 31,920 jobs, increase tax revenue by $1.5 Billion and create the need
for 150 new local businesses or growth for existing ones
10% would offset 43.7 Million tons of carbon, the equivalent of 51 million acres of forest
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To Achieve 10% Energy Savings
5%
Savings

10%
Savings

Energy Saved (BTU)

99 Trillion

199 Trillion

Energy Code Savings $

$3.0 Billion

$6.0 Billion

Public Buildings Savings $

$129 Million

$257 Million

Commercial Buildings Savings $

$508 Million

$1.0 Billion

Residential Buildings Savings $

$538 Million

$1.1 Billion

Total Savings $

$4.2 Billion

$8.3 Billion

Total Investment $

$798 Million

$1.6 Billion

Net Savings $ / %

$3.4 Billion
526%

$6.7 Billion
519%

16.8%
Savings

The investment required to save those 199 Trillion BTUs would be about $1.6 B,
resulting in a net savings of $6.7 Billion, a 519% return on investment.
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$1.8 BILLION

72.9 MILLION

$1.7 BILLION

101,029

16.8%

15.5 MILLION

$17.5B
8.1 BILLION

1,750
$420 MILLION $10.0 BILLION $13.9 BILLION
STATEWIDE
ENERGY
SAVINGS

18,286

85 MILLION

And lastly, our analysis identified 16.8% as the most energy savings potential available
for North Carolina, less than the latest federal study of 18.4%. Using this number as our
energy savings target… we would:
Realize $1.8 Billion in energy savings in existing homes, $420 Million in public building
retrofits and $1.7 Billion in existing C&I buildings
New construction code changes would contribute $10 Billion in energy savings.
We would create 53,200 jobs and increase tax revenue by $2.5 Billion from $15B
By the way, $17.5B of annual revenue accounts for 4.4% of NC’s $399B GDP
That’s a 0.6% increase in annual GDP for the state.
16.8% would also create the need for 250 new local companies or expansion for existing
ones
And, it would offset 72.0 Million tons of carbon, the equivalent of 15.5 million cars
driving for a year.
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To Achieve 16.8% Energy Savings
5%
Savings

10%
Savings

16.8%
Savings

Energy Saved (BTU)

99 Trillion

199 Trillion

331 Trillion

Energy Code Savings $

$3.0 Billion

$6.0 Billion

$10.0 Billion

Public Buildings Savings $

$129 Million

$257 Million

$429 Million

Commercial Buildings Savings $

$508 Million

$1.0 Billion

$1.7 Billion

Residential Buildings Savings $

$538 Million

$1.1 Billion

$1.8 Billion

Total Savings $

$4.2 Billion

$8.3 Billion

$13.9 Billion

Total Investment $

$798 Million

$1.6 Billion

$2.7 Billion

Net Savings $ / %

$3.4 Billion
526%

$6.7 Billion
519%

$11.2 Billion
515%

The investment needed to save those 331 Trillion BTUs would be around $2.7 Billion but
save $13.9B and net $11.2 Billion, a 515% return on investment.
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A Simple Example with Energy Code
2018 NC Code
(~2012 IECC)

Goal NC Code
2015 IECC

Builder Up‐Front Cost $

$204 ‐ $611
per home

$418 ‐ $611
per home

Homeowner Mortgage
Payment Increase $

$1 ‐ $3
per month

$2 ‐ $3
per month

Homeowner Energy
Savings $

$6.75
per month

$9.70
per month

$50M

So you might be saying to yourself… That is a lot of savings, but is still a lot of
investment. Are there inexpensive energy savings measures that could be introduced?
Yes, of course there are. One, is very simple… NC’s new construction energy codes
increase slightly Jan 1st. Residential builders will pass their $204 ‐ $611 new added cost
to homeowners. Homeowners will pay an additional $1 to $3 on their monthly
mortgage payments for those costs.
But, they will save $6.75 per month in energy savings alone.
However, if the 2015 IECC code had been adopted, their cost would be $2 to $3 and they
would save $9.70 per month.
For the 50,000 new home owners benefiting from these codes every year, the
additional $36 in annual energy savings would yield $50 Million in total energy savings
over the lives of their 30‐year mortgages.
And guess what? That’s just for one year’s worth of homeowners. The next year,
another $50 Million in savings for those new homes. And the same the next, and the
next, and the next. And, these benefits apply to these homeowners, a future
homeowner, or a future renter.
Through energy efficient codes, North Carolina can help homeowners, renters an
businesses save energy and realize many other benefits from doing so.
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Policy Recommendations
• Set the tone: enable legislation
that prioritizes saving energy
before generating energy.
• Enable action: establish
funding and directives to
prioritize short and long-term
energy efficiency investment
activities.
• Take action: fund and direct
stakeholders to take action on
the priority recommendations,
including:
• Consumer education
• EE cost effectiveness
• Workforce development
• Research and development

25 – Policy Recommendations
So, what can the EPC do? What can legislators do? What can the Governor’s office and
Lt. Governor’s Office do? Here’s a rough outline of the goals of comprehensive energy
efficiency legislation that would start the process…
First, Set the tone: Solidify into law that North Carolina policy decisions act on saving
existing energy before generating new energy, no matter the source.
Second, Enable action: Legislation that funds studies needed to collect critical utility and
market data to enable a thorough prioritization of state, local and possibly federal
investment in energy efficiency.
Third, Take action: Legislation that sets in motion new efforts to modernize and improve
regulated utility energy efficiency program cost effectiveness, incentive development
and consumer education.
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Next Steps for Energy Efficiency Policy
• NCBPA report
release
• Comprehensive
legislation in 2019
• Adopt an “Energy
Efficiency First”
strategy
• Enable priority
recommendations
Our forthcoming report contains a wealth of additional information to review. The
presentations to follow mine highlight three of the most important energy efficiency
policy actions that we believe the state should take now, in order to yield the types of
benefits I’ve just presented.
Those policy actions include….
Increasing the state’s public buildings energy and water savings goals to 40%.
Mandating increased cost‐effective demand side management savings for Duke Energy.
Creating a new State Energy Plan that prioritizes energy efficiency.
Funding needed workforce development resources and programs.
Strengthening the standards and authority of Duke’s “Collaborative” process.
Funding consumer education programs.
Establishing rules for legislation that circumvents the building code council.
Thank you for this opportunity and I welcome your questions.
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